REPORT FROM THE SPONSORED XXI YuCorr CONFERENCE
The main organizer of the YUCORR Conferences if Serbian Society of Corrosion and Materials
Protection (UISKoZaM). The Society exists for more than a half of century under different names,
but with a single goal – to gather the colleagues from the Region of SE Europe devoted to the
investigation of materials corrosion and protection. UISKoZaM is one of the founders of the EFC
(European Federation of Corrosion) society. There is a respectable number of ISE members among
Scientific and Organizing Committee members of the XXI YuCorr Conference.
The ISE sponsorship was first announced in e-mails sent in April 2019 to numerous potential
participants worldwide.

Following the ISE recommendations and previous organizing experience as well, ISE sponsorship
was publicized in all official documents related to the Conference (program, website).

At the opening ceremony of the XXI YUCORR Conference, the ISE member of Division 4,
Nebojša Nikolić, vice-president of the Organizing committee, on behalf of ISE representative of
Serbia, represented the ISE organization.

Special attention was paid to the announcement of the 71st Annual ISE Meeting to be held in
Belgrade, Serbia in September 2020.

XXI YUCORR International Conference aims to integrate the presentation and discussion of the
subjects directly linked to the theoretical and engineering aspects of corrosion and protection of
different types of materials in the field of industry, thermal power plants, civil engineering and
industry finishing, as well as to the themes considering environmental protection and chemical
energy conversion for sustainable development.

The authors from the universities, research centers, institutes and industry took the participation in
the Conference. The scientific and technical program will, through the plenary work, maintain the
character of the previous conferences.

There were about 60 presenting participants from fourteen European countries. The Conference
worked four days through four oral sections and one poster section, with five plenary and nine
invited lectures. Besides, there were 14 oral presentations and about 30 posters.
The sponsors from industry were presenting their products through discussion with researchers
from universities and institutes.
In Belgrade, September 30, 2019

